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  GENERALIZED DERIVATIONS ON LIE IDEALS OF  COMPLETELY 
SEMIPRIME Γ -RINGS  
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Abstract 

In this paper we prove that under some suitable conditions, every Jordan 
generalized derivation on Lie ideals of a 2-torsion free completely semiprime 
Γ -ring is a generalized derivation on the same. 
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Introduction 

The notion of generalized derivation was introduced by Hvala (1998) and Bresar (1991).  
Afterwards,  many authors have investigated comparable results on prime and semiprime 
rings with generalized derivtions. The notions of generalized derivation and Jordan 
generalized derivation of Γ -rings have been introduced by Ceven and Ozturk (2004) as 
below.  

 If M  is a Γ -ring. An additive mapping MMf →:  is said to be a generalized 
derivation if there exists an additive derivation MMd →:  such that 

Mbabdabafbaf ∈∀+ ,),()(=)( ααα  and Γ∈α and f is a Jordan generalized 
derivation if Maadaaafaaf ∈∀+ ),()(=)( ααα  and Γ∈α . The concept of aΓ -
ring was first introduced by Nobusawa (1964) and afterwards it was generalized by 
Barnes (1966). Many properties of Γ -rings were obtained by Barnes (1966), Kyuno     
(1978), Luh (1969), Nobusawa (1964) and others.  

Let M and Γ be additive abelian groups. If there is a mapping MMM →×Γ×  
such that the conditions    

    • zxyxzyxyxyxyxzyzxzyx αααβαβαααα ++++++ =)(,=)(,=)(   

    • )(=)( zyxzyx βαβα   

are satisfied for all Mzyx ∈,, and Γ∈βα ,  then M  is called a Γ -ring. This concept 
is more general than a ring.  A Γ -ring M  is called  semiprime if 0=aMa ΓΓ  (with 

Ma∈ ) implies 0=a  and M  is called completely semiprime if 0=aaΓ  (with 
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Ma∈ ) implies 0=a . A Γ -ring M  is 2-torsion free if 0=2a  implies 
.0,= Maa ∈∀  For any Myx ∈,  and Γ∈α , we denote the commutator xyyx αα −  

by .],[ αyx  An additive subgroup U⊆M  is said to be a Lie ideal of M if whenever 

MmUu ∈∈ ,  and Γ∈α  then Umu ∈α],[ . In the main result of this article, we 

assume that the Lie ideal U  satisfies Γ∈∈∀∈ αα ,, UuUuu . A Lie ideal of this type 
is called a square closed Lie ideal. Furthermore, if the Lie ideal U  is square closed and 

, where )(MZ denotes the centre of M then U  is called an admissible Lie 
ideal of M .   

In 1984, Awtar (1984) extended a well known result to Lie ideals proved by Herstein 
(1957) which states that “every Jordan derivation on a 2-torsion free prime ring is a 
derivation”. He proved that if ,  is a square closed Lie ideal of a 2-torsion free 
prime ring R  and RRd →:  is an additive mapping such that  

Uuuuduudud ∈∀+ ),()(=)( 2
 then Uvuvudvuduvd ∈∀+ ,),()(=)( .  

Ashraf and Rehman (2000) studied on Lie ideals and Jordan left derivations of prime 
rings. They proved that if RRd →:  is an additive mapping on a 2-torsion free prime 
ring R  satisfying Uuuudud ∈∀),(2=)( 2 , where U  is a Lie ideal of R such that 

UuUu ∈∀∈ ,2 , then Uvuvudvuduvd ∈∀+ ,),()(=)( .  Halder and Paul (2012) 
extended the results of Ceven (2002) on Lie ideals.  

In the present paper, we assume that M is a completely semiprimeΓ -ring satisfying 
the condition (*) Mcbacbacba ∈∀ ,,,= αββα and Γ∈βα , and U be an admissible 
Lie ideal of M . We prove that, if MMf →:  is a Jordan generalized derivation on 
U of M with an associated Jordan derivation d on U of M and abfbaf αα )(=)(  and 

)(=)( adbbda αα  holds Uba ∈∀ , and Γ∈α  then f is a generalized derivation on 
U of M .   

Jordan Generalized Derivations on Lie Ideals of Completely Semiprime Γ -Rings  

We introduce the concept of Jordan generalized derivation and generalized derivation on 
Lie ideals of aΓ -ring in the following way.  

Definition 1.  Let M be aΓ -ring and U be a Lie ideal of M . An additive mapp-                 
ing MMf →:  is said to be a Jordan generalized derivation onU if there exists a 
mapping MMd →: onU such that Uuuduuufuuf ∈∀+ ),()(=)( ααα  and Γ∈α  
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and MMf →:  is said to be a generalized derivation onU if there exists a 
mapping MMd →: on U such that )()(=)( vduvufvuf ααα +  for all Uvu ∈,  
and Γ∈α .      

Example 1.  Not every Jordan generalized derivation on Lie ideal is a generalized 
derivation. Let M  be a Γ -ring satisfying the condition (*) and let U  be a Lie ideal of 
M . Let Ma∈  and Γ∈α  be fixed elements. Define MMf →:  by 

axxaxf αα +=)(  and xaaxxd αα −=)( for all x U∈ . Then using the condition (*), 
for all Uy∈  and Γ∈β , 

)(
)(===)(

yaayy
yayyaayyyayyayyyaayyyyayyf

ααβ
βαααββαβαβααββαβ

−+
++−++

        

)()(= ydyyyf ββ +  for every Uy∈  and Γ∈β . 

Therefore, f  is a Jordan generalized derivation on U.  

Also,  for all Uyx ∈,  and Γ∈β , we have  

)(
)(===)(

yaayx
yaxxaayxyaxyaxyxaayxyxayxf

ααβ
βαααββαβαβααββαβ

−+
++−++

)()(= ydxyxf ββ + , for every Uyx ∈,  and Γ∈β . 

Therefore, f  is a generalized derivation on U . 

Now,  let MMf →:  be a generalized derivation with an associated derivation d on U 

Let }:),{(=1 MxxxM ∈  and }.:),{(=1 Γ∈Γ ααα  

If we define addition and multiplication on 1M  by ),(=),(),( yxyxyyxx +++  and 

,),(=),)(,)(,( yxyxyyxx αααα  then 1M  is a 1Γ -ring. 

If we define }:),{(=1 UuuuU ∈ , then for Uuxxu ∈− αα   

1),(=
),(),(=),)(,)(,(),)(,)(,(

Uuxxuuxxu
uxuxxuxuuuxxxxuu
∈−−

−−
αααα
αααααααα

 

Hence, 1U  is a Lie ideal of .1M  

Now, we define a mapping 11: MMF →  by ))(),((=)),(( ufufuuF  and 
))(),((=)),(( ududuuD .  
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Then it is clear that F  is a Jordan generalized derivation on U  with an associated 
derivation D  on U  which is not a generalized derivation on U .                

In order to prove our desired result we establish a sequence of lemmas as follows.    

Lemma 1.  Let M  be a Γ -ring and U be a Lie ideal of M such that 
UuUuu ∈∀∈ ,α and Γ∈α . If f  is a Jordan generalized derivation with an 

associated Jordan derivation d on U of M  then Ucba ∈∀ ,, and Γ∈βα , , the 
following statements hold. 
 )()()()(=)()( adbbdaabfbafabbafi αααααα ++++ .                              

)()(
)()()()(=)()(

adbaadba
abdaabdaabafabafabaabafii

βββα
αββααββααββα

++
++++

 

In particular, if M  is 2-torsion free and satisfies the condition (*), then 
)()()(=)()( adbaabdaabafabafiii βαβαβαβα ++ . 

.)()(
)()()()(=)()(

adbccdba
abdccbdaabcfcbafabccbafiv

βαβα
βαβαβαβαβαβα

+
+++++

 

Proof .  Since U  is a Lie ideal satisfying the condition Γ∈∈∀∈ αα ,, UaUaa .            
For )()()(=)(,,, bbaababaabbaUba αααααα +−+++Γ∈∈  and so 

Uabba ∈+ )( αα . 

Also, Uabbaba ∈− ααα =],[  and it follows that Uba ∈α2 . 
Hence Γ∈∈∀∈ βαβαβα ,,,,,)2(2=4 UcbaUcbacba . Thus,  

).()()()(=
)()()()()(

)()()()()()()(=
)()(

)()()()()()(
))()()((=)(

adbabfbdabaf
bdbbbfadaaafbdb

adbbdaadabbfabfbafaaf
bdbbbf

adaaafbadbababaf
bbaababafabbaf

αααα
ααααα

ααααααα
αα

αααα
ααααα

+++
−−−−+

++++++
−−

−−+++++=
+−+++

 

Replacing b by abba ββ +  in (i) , we get 

.)()()()()()(
))()((

adabbaaabbafabbadaabbaaf
aabbaabbaaf

αββαββββαββα
αββββα

+++++++=
+++

 

This implies,     
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.)()()()()()(
)()()()()()(

)()()()()()()(

adabadbaaadbaabfabdaabaf
adbaabdabdaabadaabafbaaf

abaabafaadbaabfbdaabaaf

αβαβαβαβαβαβ
βαβαβαβαβαβα
αββααβαββαβα

++++++
+++++=
+++++

 

This implies,   

.)()()()()(
)()()()()()()(

)(
)()()()()()(

adabadbaaadbaabfabda
abafadbaabdabdaabadaabafbaaf

abaabaf
adabaadbaabfbdaabadabaaf

αβαβαβαβαβ
αββαβαβαβαβαβα

αββα
αβαβαββαβαβα

+++++
++++++=

++
+++++

Now, cancelling the like terms from both sides we get the required result. Using the 
condition (*) and since M  is 2-torsion free, (iii) follows from (ii). And finally (iv) is 
obtained by replacing a by ca + in (iii).   

Definition 2.  Let M  be a 2-torsion free semiprimeΓ -ring satisfying the condition 
(*) and U be a Lie ideal of M . Let f be a Jordan generalized derivation with an 
associated Jordan derivation d  on U of M . Then Uba ∈∀ , and Γ∈α , we 

define )()()(=),( bdabafbafbaG αααα −− .   

Remark 1. f  is a generalized derivation on U  of M  if and only if 

UbabaG ∈∀ ,0,=),(α  and Γ∈α .   

Lemma 2.  Let M  be 2-torsion free semiprime Γ -ring satisfying the condition (*) 
and U be a square closed Lie ideal of M . Let f  be a Jordan generalized derivation 
with an associated Jordan derivation d onU of M . Then Ucba ∈∀ ,, and Γ∈βα , , the 
following statements hold: 

(i) 0;=),(),( abGbaG αα +  (ii) ),(),(=),( cbGcaGcbaG ααα ++ ;  

(iii) ),(),(=),( caGbaGcbaG ααα ++ ; (iv) ).,(),(=),( baGbaGbaG βαβα ++    

Lemma 3.  Let M  be a 2-torsion free completely semiprime Γ -ring satisfying the 
condition (*) and U  be a Lie ideal of M . If Uu∈  such that Mxxuu ∈∀0,=]],[,[ αα  

and Γ∈α , then 0.=],[ αxu    

Proof. We have Mxxuu ∈∀0,=]],[,[ αα  and .Γ∈α  For every Γ∈β , replacing 
x  by xxβ , we obtain  
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.],[],2[=
],[],[]],[,[],[],[]],[,[=

]],[,[]],[,[=
]],[],[,[=

]],[,[=0

αα

αααααααα

αααα

ααα

αα

β
ββββ

ββ
ββ

β

xuxu
xuxuxxuuxuxuxuux

xxuuxuxu
xxuxuxu

xxuu

+++
+

+
 

 By the 2-torsion freeness of M , we obtain 0=],[],[ αα β xuxu . Since M  is 

completely semiprime Γ -ring, hence Mxxu ∈∀0,=],[ α  and .Γ∈α    

Lemma 4.  Let M  be a 2-torsion free completely semiprime Γ -ring satisfying the 
condition (*) and U  be a commutative Lie ideal of M , then )(MZU ⊆ .   

Proof. Since U  is a commutative Lie ideal of M , so we have 
MxUuxuu ∈∈∀ ,0,=]],[,[ αα  and .Γ∈α  Then by Lemma 3, we get 0=],[ αxu . 

This implies that )(MZU ⊆ .   

Lemma 5.  Let M  be a 2-torsion free completely semiprime Γ -ring satisfying the 
condition (*). If 0≠U  is a sub-Γ -ring and a Lie ideal of M , then either )(MZU ⊆  
or U  contains a non-zero ideal of M .   

Proof.  If U  is commutative, then by Lemma 4 , )(MZU ⊆ . So, let U  be non-

commutative, then for some Mvu ∈,  and Γ∈α , we have Uvu ∈α],[ . Hence there 

exists an ideal J  of M  generated by 0],[ ≠αvu  and .UJ ⊆    

Lemma 6.  Let M  be a 2-torsion free completely semiprime Γ -ring satisfying the 
condition (*). If , then )(=)( MZUZ .   

Proof. )(UZ  is both a sub-Γ -ring and a Lie ideal of M  such that )(UZ  does not 
contain non-zero ideal of M . Therefore in view of Lemma 5, we obtain that 

)()( MZUZ ⊆ . Hence, ).(=)( MZUZ    

Lemma 7.  Let M  be a 2-torsion free completely semiprime Γ -ring satisfying the 
condition (*) and U  be a Lie ideal of M , then ).(=)],([ UZUUZ Γ    

Proof.  Let Ma∈  be any element. If 0=]],[,[ ΓΓUUa , then we prove that 

0=],[ ΓUa . This yields that )(=)],([ UZUUZ Γ . If )(],[ MZUU ⊄Γ , then by 
Lemma 6, )(UZa∈ . So a  centralize U .  
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On the other hand, let )(],[ MZUU ⊆Γ . Then we have 

MaUuauu ∈∈∀ ,0,=]],[,[ αα  and .Γ∈α  Thus in view of Lemma 4, we obtain that 

MaUuau ∈∈∀ ,0,=],[ α  and .Γ∈α  This gives that )(UZa∈ . Hence we have the 
required result.  

Lemma 8.  Let M be 2-torsion free completely semiprime Γ -ring satisfying the 
condition (*) and U be a Lie ideal of  M.  Let f be a Jordan generalized derivation with 
an associated Jordan derivation d on U of M . Then 

UbabaGbababaG ∈∀+ ,0,=),(],[],[),( αααα ββ and Γ∈βα , .   

Proof. For any Uba ∈, and Γ∈βα , , let ).4(= baababbaw αβααβα + Then, 
using Lemma 1(i)  

).()4()()(4)()4()()(4=
))(2)(2)(2)((2=)(

badabbaabfabdbaabbaf
baababbafwf

αβααβααβααβα
αβααβα

+++
+

 On the other hand,  using Lemma 1(iii)  

).(4)(4)(4)(4
)(4)(4)(4)(4=

)()(22)(22
)(2)(2)()(22)(22)(2)(2=

)))(22())(2(2(=)(

bdaabbadabbaadbbaabf
adbbaabdbaabbdaabbaf

bdaabbaadb
baabfadbbaabbdaabbaf

baababbafwf

αβααβααβααβα
αβααβααβααβα

αβααβα
αβααβααβααβα

αβααβα

++++
+++

++
+++

+

 Equating the two expressions for )(wf ,  we get 

0.=))()()(())()()((4
))()()(4())()()(4(

bdabafbadabadbabfabdba
baadbabfabfabbdabafbaf

αααβααααβα
αβααααβααα

−−+−−
+−−+−−

 

Now,  using the definition 2, we obtain 

0.=),(4),(4),(4),(4 baGababGbabaabGabbaG αααα βαβααβαβ +++  

Using Lemma 2(i), we have 

0.=),(4),(4),(4),(4 baGabbaGbababaGabbaG αααα βαβααβαβ +−−  

By the 2-torsion freeness of M , we get  

UbabaGbababaG ∈∀+ ,0,=),(],[],[),( αααα ββ  and Γ∈βα , .   
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Lemma 9.  Let M  be a 2-torsion free completely semiprime Γ -ring, U  be a Lie 
ideal of M  and let Uba ∈,  and Γ∈α . If 0=abba αα +  then abba αα =0= .   

Proof.  Let Γ∈δ  be any element. Suppose that Uba ∈,  and Γ∈α  such that 
0=abba αα + . Using the relation abba αα −=  repeatedly, we get  

).()4(=)(22=
)(22=))(4(=

))(4(=)()4(=)()4(

babababa
bbaabbaa

baabbaabbaba

αδααδα
αδααδα

αδααδααδα

−−

−−
 

This implies,  

 0.=))()8(( baba αδα  

Since M  is 2-torsion free,  

 0.=)()( baba αδα  

Therefore,  

 0.=)()( baba αα Γ  

By the complete semiprimeness of M , we get 0.=baα  

Similarly, it can be shown that, 0.=abα    

Corollary 1.  Let M  be a 2-torsion free completely semiprime Γ -ring satisfying the 
condition (*), U  be a Lie ideal of M  and f  be a Jordan generalized derivation with an 
associated Jordan derivation d  on  of M . Then Uba ∈∀ ,  and Γ∈βα ,  

0.=),(],)[(0;=],[),()( baGbaiibabaGi αααα ββ    

Proof.  Applying the result of Lemma 9 in that of Lemma 8, we obtain these results.   

Lemma 10.  Let M  be a 2-torsion free completely semiprime Γ -ring satisfying the 
condition (*), U  be a Lie ideal of M  and let f  be a Jordan generalized derivation with 
an associated Jordan derivation d  on U  of M . Then Uyxba ∈∀ ,,,  and 

:,, Γ∈γβα  

0.=),(],[)(0;=],[),()(
0=),(],[)(0;=],[),()(

baGyxivyxbaGiii
baGyxiiyxbaGi

αγγα

αααα

ββ
ββ
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Proof.  (i)  If we substitute xa +  for a  in the Corollary 1(i), then we get 

 0=],[),( αα β bxabxaG ++  

Using Lemma 2(ii), we have 

0.=],[),(],[),(],[),(],[),( αααααααα ββββ bxbxGbabxGbxbaGbabaG +++  

Now, using Corollary 1(i), we obtain  

 0.=],[),(],[),( αααα ββ babxGbxbaG +  

That is .],[),(=],[),( αααα ββ babxGbxbaG −  

Now 
0.=],[),(],[),(=)],[),(()],[),(( αααααααα ββββββ babxGbxbaGbxbaGbxbaG −  

Hence, by the complete semiprimeness of M , we obtain  

 0.=],[),( αα β bxbaG  

Similarly, by replacing yb +  for b  in this result, we get 

 0.=],[),( αα β yxbaG  

(ii) Proceeding in the same way as described above by the similar replacements 
successively in Corollary 1(ii), we obtain 

MyxbabaGyx ∈∀ ,,,0,=),(],[ αα β  and ., Γ∈βα   

(iii) Replacing γα +  for α  in (i), we get 

 0.=],[),( γαγα β ++ yxbaG  

By using Lemma 2(iv), we have 

0.=)],[],([)),(),(( γαγα β yxyxbaGbaG ++  

This implies,  

0.=],[),(],[),(],[),(],[),( γγαγγααα ββββ yxbaGyxbaGyxbaGyxbaG +++  

Thus, using (i), we get  

 0.=],[),(],[),( αγγα ββ yxbaGyxbaG +  
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That is, .],[),(=],[),( αγγα ββ yxbaGyxbaG −   

Thus, we have 

0.=],[),(],[),(=)],[),(()],[),(( αγγαγαγα ββββββ yxbaGyxbaGyxbaGyxbaG −   

Hence, by the complete semiprimeness of M , we obtain  

 0.=],[),( γα β yxbaG  

(iv) By performing the similar replacement in (ii) (as in the proof of (iii)), we get this 
result.   

Remark 2.  If U  is a commutative Lie ideal of M , then )(MZU ⊆ . So by 
Lemma 1(i) and using 2-torsion freeness of M , we get 

Ubabdabafbaf ∈∀+ ,),()(=)( ααα  and .Γ∈α  Thus for the next results, we 
assume that  .   

Theorem 1.  Let M be a 2-torsion free completely semiprimeΓ -ring satisfying the 
condition (*), U be an admissible Lie ideal of M and f be a Jordan generalized 
derivation with an associated Jordan derivation d on U of M . If abfbaf αα )(=)(  
and )(=)( adbbda αα holds Uba ∈∀ ,  and Γ∈α , then f is a generalized derivation 
on U of M .   

Proof.  By Lemma 10(iii), we have UyxbayxbaG ∈∀ ,,,0,=],[),( γα β  and 

.,, Γ∈γβα   

Also, by Lemma 10(iv), UyxbabaGyx ∈∀ ,,,0,=),(],[ αγ β  and .,, Γ∈γβα  

Now, 0.=),(],[],[),(=]],[),,([ baGyxyxbaGyxbaG αγγαβγα ββ −  

Thus, )(=)(=)],([),( MZUZUUZbaG Γ⊆α , by Lemma 6 and Lemma 7. 

Therefore, ).(),( MZbaG ∈α  
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Next, we obtain 

).],([),(=
)))(

)(())()(()((),(=
))(

)()()()()((),(=
)),(),((),(=
)),(),((),(=),(),(2

αα

α

α

ααα

ααααα

β
α

αααααβ
α

αααααβ
β
ββ

bafbaG
bda

abfbafadbabbafbaG
adb

abfabfbdabafbafbaG
abGbaGbaG
baGbaGbaGbaGbaG

−
+−+−

+
+−−−

−
+

Therefore, we get  

 ).],([),(=),(),(2 αααα ββ bafbaGbaGbaG                                  (1) 

Now, by Lemmas 1(i), 10(iii) and 10(iv) with the hypothesis, we obtain  

)).,((],2[),()],([2=
)),((

],[),()],([)],([),(],[)),((=
)),(],[],[),((=0

baGdyxbaGyxf
baGd

yxbaGyxfyxdbaGyxbaGf
baGyxyxbaGf

αγαγ

α

γαγγαγα

αγγα

ββ
β

βββ
ββ

+

+++
+

 

 Since M  is 2-torsion free, so 0.=)),((],[),()],([ baGdyxbaGyxf αγαγ ββ +  

That is,  
 )).,((],[=),()],([ baGdyxbaGyxf αγαγ ββ −                               (2) 

Then from (1) and (2), we obtain  

 
0.=

)),((],[),(=
),()],([),(=),(),(),(2
baGdbabaG

baGbafbaGbaGbaGbaG

ααα

αααααα

ββ
ββββ

−  

That is, 0.=),(),(),(2 baGbaGbaG ααα ββ  Since M  is 2-torsion free, so we have  

 0.=),(),(),( baGbaGbaG ααα ββ  

This shows that, ),( baGα  is a nilpotent element of the completely semiprime Γ -

ring M , where ).(),( MZbaG ∈α  Since the centre of a completely semiprime Γ -ring 
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does not contain any nonzero nilpotent element, so we get MbabaG ∈∀ ,0,=),(α  and 
.Γ∈α   
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